
“Jack &”

Oct. 17-20.

BAM Fisher
321 Ashland Pl.
Brooklyn

718-636-4100

Website

Illustration by Xia Gordon

The performer, writer, and theatre artist Kaneza Schaal is a downtown denizen par excellence. It

doesn’t take long to start recognizing her calm, intelligent gaze in conceptual dramas and cerebral

musicals—she is perhaps best known for her work with Elevator Repair Service. Two years ago, I

saw her in Jackie Sibblies Drury’s “Really,” and marvelled at how her every insouciant gesture

served both to convey and to mask the emotion at the heart of Drury’s consideration of visual art
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and personal pain. Schaal’s own works, like “Go Forth,” from 2016, are experimental, deftly

collaged meditations on history, race, and the movements of individual bodies and entire

populations. Now, at BAM Fisher, Oct. 17-20, she presents “Jack &,” the story of a man, Jack,

and his wife, Jill, who, through their own bitter speci�cs and the folkloric archetypes implied by

their names, explore what it means to be free after living in prison.

— Vinson Cunningham

BLKS

Through May 26.

Robert W. Wilson MCC Theatre Space
511 W. 52nd St.
Midtown

646-506-9393

Website

Tickets

More In The Theatre »
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Illustration by Laura Breiling

The wayward adventures of twentysomethings in New York City are a fount that never seems to

run dry, but Aziza Barnes’s comedy “BLKS” is no “Girls” retread. It follows a trio of African-

American women as they drift in and out of a crummy apartment, navigating men

(disappointing, mostly), white girls (not worth the drama), and the city streets, with their

enticements and cruelties. Barnes, a nonbinary poet, wrote “BLKS” as a thesis project at New

York University, and it premièred at Steppenwolf, in Chicago, in 2017. Tacking between romance

and farce—high jinks ensue when one of the women �nds a mole on her clitoris—the play

begins previews at the Robert W. Wilson MCC Theatre Space on April 23, under the direction

of Robert O’Hara (“Slave Play”).

Ink

— Michael Schulman
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Through June 16.

Samuel J. Friedman
261 W. 47th St.
Midtown

212-239-6200

Website

Illustration by Bijou Karman

For better or worse—well, worse—we’re living in a world of Rupert Murdoch’s creation. But how

did the eighty-eight-year-old media baron launch his empire? James Graham’s play “Ink” (in

previews and opening on April 24, at the Samuel J. Friedman) brings us back to 1969, when the

young Australian go-getter (played by Bertie Carvel, of “Matilda the Musical”) takes over the

struggling London newspaper the Sun and hires the editor Larry Lamb ( Jonny Lee Miller) to

inject it with tabloid juju. Like Murdoch himself, Rupert Goold’s Manhattan Theatre Club

production comes to New York by way of London, where it played at the Almeida Theatre. In a
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detail that one of Murdoch’s papers would savor, the play is partly �nanced by the Roy Cockrum

Foundation, run by a former Episcopal monk who, in 2014, won a $153 million Powerball

jackpot.

Beetlejuice

Open run.

Winter Garden
Broadway at 50th St.
Midtown

212-239-6200

Website

— Michael Schulman
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Illustration by Max Dalton

The 1988 comedy “Beetlejuice,” Tim Burton’s colorfully warped rendering of the afterlife, has

had a long afterlife of its own, including a Beetlejuice museum that one diehard fan started in his

midtown studio apartment, in 2011. A musical version is now in previews on Broadway (opening

April 25, at the Winter Garden), with music and lyrics by Eddie Perfect, a book by Scott Brown

and Anthony King, and direction by Alex Timbers (“Oh, Hello on Broadway”). The crackerjack

Alex Brightman, who starred in “School of Rock,” slips into Michael Keaton’s zebra-striped suit

and green fright wig, as the netherworld’s equivalent of a used-car salesman. Sophia Anne

Caruso (“Lazarus”) joins him in the Winona Ryder role, as a goth teen-ager who discovers that

her new house is haunted by its former owners.

— Michael Schulman
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The Pain of My Belligerance

Through May 12.

Playwrights Horizons
416 W. 42nd St.
Midtown

212-279-4200

Website
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Illustration by Sonia Pulido

The writer and actress Halley Feiffer is the queen of the impish, elongated play title: her dark-

comedic works include “How to Make Friends and Then Kill Them,” “I’m Gonna Pray for You

So Hard,” and “Moscow Moscow Moscow Moscow Moscow Moscow.” Feiffer’s merciless wit is

accompanied by lacerating self-awareness—her characters often put up thick defenses, if only to

make room for their own self-destructive tendencies. Her latest is “The Pain of My
Belligerence” (starting previews on March 29, at Playwrights Horizons), directed by Trip

Cullman. Feiffer takes the role of Cat, a journalist in her twenties, whose toxic eight-year

relationship with a married charmer (Hamish Linklater) mirrors the rise of Donald Trump and

America’s corrosive codependence with patriarchy.

Burn This

Mar. 15-Invalid date

Hudson
141 W. 44th St.
Midtown

855-801-5876

Website

— Michael Schulman
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The playwright Lanford Wilson, who died in 2011, wrote “Burn This” in the throes of an

anxiety attack. “I said, ‘Well, at least since this is an anxiety attack and you’re trembling all over

and your shoulders feel like concrete, write that down,’ ” he later recalled. Two pages of “ranting

and railing” later, he realized that the words belonged to a character he had abandoned four years

earlier—the rough-hewn, coke-addled brother of a gay dancer who has drowned in a boating

accident. The play is set in the aftermath of the funeral, when the man, in a dangerous state,

begins a stormy romance with his dead brother’s genteel female roommate. The play premièred in

1987, with John Malkovich and Joan Allen as the central couple. It returns to Broadway on

March 15, at the Hudson, in a revival directed by Michael Mayer and starring Adam Driver and

Keri Russell.

True West

— Michael Schulman
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Open run.

American Airlines Theatre
227 W. 42nd St.
Midtown

212-719-1300

Website

Illustration by Mike Reddy

The last time Sam Shepard’s play “True West” was on Broadway, in 2000, Philip Seymour

Hoffman and John C. Reilly famously alternated in the roles of two quarrelling brothers. In the

Roundabout’s new revival (in previews and opening Jan. 24, at the American Airlines Theatre),

directed by James Macdonald, Paul Dano and Ethan Hawke will stay put: Dano as Austin, a

clean-cut Hollywood screenwriter, and Hawke as Lee, a shiftless burglar and ne’er-do-well. Still,

the two actors share artistic DNA. A teen-age Dano played a younger version of Hawke in the

2004 �lm “Taking Lives,” and, in 2007, Hawke directed Dano in an Off Broadway production of

“Things We Want.” “True West,” �rst performed in 1980, �nds the two brothers at loggerheads
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in their mother’s California home, where America’s frontier sets the stage for a roiling sibling

smackdown.

Torch Song

Open run.

Hayes
240 W. 44th St.
Midtown

212-239-6200

Tickets

— Michael Schulman
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Illustration by Golden Cosmos

“A drag queen is like an oil painting: you gotta step back from it to get the full effect.” So says

Arnold, the swishy, wisecracking hero of “Torch Song,” a condensed version of Harvey

Fierstein’s pioneering work “Torch Song Trilogy,” which débuted on Broadway in 1982. The

story follows Arnold, a gay man living in New York in the seventies and early eighties, as he looks

for love and family in a time that doesn’t recognize his rights to either. Second Stage produced

Moisés Kaufman’s heartfelt revival Off Broadway last fall; now the show, in previews and opening

on Nov. 1, has moved to the company’s Broadway space, the Hayes Theatre. The dependably

winning Michael Urie plays Arnold, with Mercedes Ruehl as his piece-of-work Ma, who comes

charging in like a tornado in the last act.

The Waverly Gallery

Starting previews Sept. 25.

Golden
252 W. 45th St.
Midtown

212-239-6200

Website

Tickets

— Michael Schulman
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Illustration by Lauren Tamaki

Elaine May has lived many show-business lives. She was Mike Nichols’s impish comedy partner

in the �fties and sixties, the director of “A New Leaf ” and “The Heartbreak Kid” in the seventies,

and the screenwriter of “Primary Colors” and “The Birdcage” in the nineties. In 1961, with “An

Evening with Nichols and May” a smash on Broadway, this magazine noted her “enormous

amount of crazy hair and crazy energy.” At eighty-six, she’s back on Broadway for the �rst time

in �ve decades, in Kenneth Lonergan’s autobiographical play from 2000, “The Waverly Gallery”
(starting previews Sept. 25, at the Golden). May plays a character based on Lonergan’s

grandmother, who owned an art gallery in Greenwich Village and suffered from Alzheimer’s.

Lucas Hedges (“Manchester by the Sea”) plays the Lonergan stand-in; Joan Allen, Michael Cera,

and David Cromer round out the cast.

Pretty Woman

In previews.

Nederlander
208 W. 41st St.
Midtown

212-921-8000

Website

— Michael Schulman
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Illustration by Cynthia Kittler

Can “Pretty Woman” work onstage? The challenge may have less to do with the absence of Julia

Roberts than with the gender politics of 2018, which are light-years away from what they were in

1990. Still, if “My Fair Lady” can be tweaked for the pussy-hat era, perhaps this other Pygmalion

tale can evolve, too. The Broadway musical (in previews, at the Nederlander) stars Samantha

Barks, best known from the “Les Misérables” �lm, as a gold-hearted prostitute—make that sex

worker—who gets picked up on Hollywood Boulevard by a wealthy businessman, played by

Andy Karl (“Groundhog Day”). The late Garry Marshall, who directed the original �lm, wrote

the book with the movie’s screenwriter, J. F. Lawton; the songs are by Bryan Adams and Jim

Vallance. Jerry Mitchell (“Kinky Boots”) directs and choreographs.

— Michael Schulman
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